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A search for new particles that decay into top quark pairs ($t\bar{t}$) is performed with the ATLAS experiment at the LHC using an integrated luminosity of 4.7 fb$^{-1}$ of proton–proton ($pp$) collision data collected at a center-of-mass energy $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV. In the $t\bar{t} \rightarrow Wb\bar{W}b$ decay, the lepton plus jets final state is used, where one $W$ boson decays leptonically and the other hadronically. The $t\bar{t}$ system is reconstructed using both small-radius and large-radius jets, the latter being supplemented by a jet substructure analysis. A search for local excesses in the number of data events compared to the Standard Model expectation in the $t\bar{t}$ invariant mass spectrum is performed. No evidence for a $t\bar{t}$ resonance is found and 95% credibility-level limits on the production rate are determined for massive states predicted in two benchmark models. The upper limits on the cross section times branching ratio of a narrow $Z'$ resonance range from 5.1 pb for a boson mass of 0.5 TeV to 0.03 pb for a mass of 3 TeV. A narrow leptophobic topcolor $Z'$ resonance with a mass below 1.74 TeV is excluded. Limits are also derived for a broad color-octet resonance with $\Gamma/m = 15.3\%$. A Kaluza–Klein excitation of the gluon in a Randall–Sundrum warped extra-dimension model, which predicts a bulk Kaluza–Klein (KK) gluon [5–9], is excluded for masses below 2.07 TeV.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Despite its many successes, the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is believed to be an effective field theory valid only for energies up to the TeV scale. Due to its large mass, the top quark is of particular interest for the electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism and could potentially be connected with new phenomena. Several proposed extensions to the SM predict the existence of heavy particles that decay primarily to top quark pairs.

This paper presents the results of a search for production of new particles decaying to top quark pairs using a data set corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 4.7 fb$^{-1}$ of 7 TeV center-of-mass energy proton–proton ($pp$) collisions collected by the ATLAS experiment in 2011. The search is carried out using the lepton plus jets decay channel where the $W$ boson from one top quark decays leptonically (to an electron or a muon, and a neutrino) and the other top quark decays hadronically. This search uses a combination of resolved and boosted reconstruction schemes, defined by the cases when the top quark decay products are well separated or merged in the detector, respectively. In the resolved reconstruction scheme, the hadronically decaying top quark is identified by two or three distinct small-radius jets, while in the boosted reconstruction scheme one large-radius jet with substructure consistent with jets from a $W$ boson and a $b$-quark is used. The boosted reconstruction scheme is more suitable for high-mass $t\bar{t}$ resonances as the top quark decay products become more collimated.

Examples of hypothetical models that contain high-mass $t\bar{t}$ resonances are the topcolor assisted technicolor model (TC2) [1–3], which predicts a leptophobic $Z'$ particle [4], and a Randall–Sundrum warped extra-dimension model, which predicts a bulk Kaluza–Klein (KK) gluon [5–9], a color octet. Two specific benchmark models are chosen and are used throughout the rest of the paper. In the first model, a leptophobic topcolor $Z'$ particle of width $\Gamma_{Z'}/m_{Z'} = 1.2\%$ is considered as a resonance that is narrow with respect to the detector resolution of typically 10%. In the second model, a KK gluon ($g_{KK}$) of width $\Gamma_{g_{KK}}/m_{g_{KK}} = 15.3\%$ is considered as a resonance that is broad with respect to the detector resolution.

Previous searches for $t\bar{t}$ resonances were carried out by ATLAS in the lepton plus jets final state with 2 fb$^{-1}$ of integrated luminosity at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV using resolved and boosted reconstruction techniques separately [10,11]. With a resolved reconstruction technique, a $Z'$ resonance is excluded for $0.50 < m_{Z'} < 0.88$ TeV and a KK gluon is excluded for $0.50 < m_{g_{KK}} < 1.13$ TeV, both at 95% credibility level (C.L.). With a boosted reconstruction technique, a leptophobic $Z'$ is excluded for $0.60 < m_{Z'} < 1.15$ TeV and a KK gluon is ruled out for $0.60 < m_{g_{KK}} < 1.5$ TeV at 95% C.L. Using both resolved and boosted reconstruction techniques on an integrated luminosity of 5 fb$^{-1}$ of lepton plus jets events at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV, the CMS experiment excludes a narrow leptophobic topcolor $Z'$ resonance in the mass range 0.50–1.49 TeV and a KK gluon in the mass range 1.00–1.82 TeV [12]. A CMS study conducted on the same data set, but using dilepton plus jets final states, sets slightly less stringent limits on the...
narrow $Z'$ resonance, $0.75 < m_{Z'} < 1.3$ TeV [13]. The ATLAS and CMS experiments also performed searches where the top quark pair decays hadronically, using 4.7 fb$^{-1}$ and 5.0 fb$^{-1}$ of integrated luminosity, respectively, at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV. ATLAS excludes a narrow $Z'$ resonance in the mass ranges 0.70–1.00 TeV and 1.28–1.32 TeV [14] as well as a broad KK gluon with mass $0.7–1.62$ TeV. The CMS Collaboration excludes a narrow $Z'$ particle in the mass range 1.3–1.5 TeV [15]. The reach of the LHC searches now extends to far higher resonance masses than the Tevatron results [16–19].

Using 4.7 fb$^{-1}$ of integrated luminosity, this analysis improves the previous ATLAS lepton plus jets analyses in that it uses a large-radius $R = 1.0$ jet trigger, applies $b$-tagging in the boosted selection, utilizes an optimized method for charged lepton isolation, and combines the resolved and boosted reconstruction analyses.

II. THE ATLAS DETECTOR

The ATLAS detector [20] is designed to measure the properties of a wide range of TeV scale physics processes that may occur in $pp$ interactions. It has a cylindrical geometry and close to $4\pi$ solid-angle coverage.

ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the center of the detector and the $z$ axis along the beam pipe. The $x$ axis points from the IP to the center of the LHC ring, and the $y$ axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates $(r, \phi)$ are used in the transverse plane, $\phi$ being the azimuthal angle around the beam pipe, measured from the $x$ axis. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle $\theta$ as $\eta = -\ln \tan(\theta/2)$. Transverse momentum and energy are defined in the $x$-$y$ plane, as $p_T = p \cdot \sin(\theta)$ and $E_T = E \cdot \sin(\theta)$.

The inner detector (ID) covers the pseudorapidity range $|\eta| < 2.5$ and consists of multiple layers of silicon pixel and microstrip detectors as well as a straw-tube transition radiation tracker ($|\eta| < 2.0$), which also provides electron identification information. The ID is surrounded by a superconducting solenoid that provides a 2 T axial magnetic field.

The calorimeter system surrounds the ID and the solenoid and covers the pseudorapidity range $|\eta| < 4.9$. It consists of high-granularity lead/liquid-argon (LAr) electromagnetic calorimeters, a steel/scintillator-tile hadronic calorimeter within $|\eta| < 1.7$, and two copper/LAr hadronic endcap calorimeters covering $1.5 < |\eta| < 3.2$. The solid-angle coverage is completed out to $|\eta| = 4.9$ with forward copper/LAr and tungsten/LAr calorimeter modules.

The muon spectrometer (MS) surrounds the calorimeters, incorporating multiple layers of trigger and tracking chambers in an azimuthal magnetic field produced by an air-core toroid magnet, which enables an independent, precise measurement of muon track momentum for $|\eta| < 2.7$. The muon trigger covers the region $|\eta| < 2.4$.

A three-level trigger system [21] is employed for the ATLAS detector. The first-level trigger is implemented in hardware, using a subset of detector information to reduce the event rate to a design value of 75 kHz. This is followed by two software-based trigger levels, which together reduced the event rate to about 300 Hz in 2011.

III. DATA AND MONTE CARLO SAMPLES

The data used in this search were collected with the ATLAS detector at the LHC in 2011. The data are used only if they were recorded under stable beam conditions and with all relevant subdetector systems operational. The data sample used for resolved reconstruction was collected with a single-muon trigger with a transverse momentum threshold of 18 GeV or a single-electron trigger with a transverse momentum threshold of 20 GeV, which was raised to 22 GeV later in the year. The data sample used for boosted reconstruction was collected with a single large-radius ($R = 1.0$) jet trigger with a transverse momentum threshold of 240 GeV. $R$ is the radius parameter of the anti-$k_T$ jet algorithm, which is discussed in Sec. IV. The jet trigger thresholds are measured at the electromagnetic (EM) energy scale, which, at threshold, is on average 80% of the true energy scale, increasing with $p_T$. The integrated luminosity for the data sample is $4.7 \pm 0.2$ fb$^{-1}$.

Simulated samples are used to predict the contributions from various Standard Model processes to the expected background and to model possible $t\bar{t}$ resonance signals. After Monte Carlo event generation, all samples are passed through a GEANT4-based [22] simulation [23] of the ATLAS detector and reconstructed using the same software as for data. The effect of multiple $pp$ interactions is included in the simulated samples, and the simulated events are weighted such that the distribution of the average number of $pp$ interactions per bunch crossing agrees with data.

The primary irreducible background is Standard Model $t\bar{t}$ production, characterized by a smoothly falling invariant mass spectrum. It is modeled using the MC@NLO v4.01 [24–26] generator with HERWIG v6.520 [27,28] for parton showering and hadronization and JIMMY [29] for modeling the multiple parton interactions. The CT10 [30] parton distribution functions (PDFs) are used and the top quark mass is set to 172.5 GeV. Only events in which at least one of the $W$ bosons decays leptonically (including decays to $\tau$ leptons) are produced. This corresponds to an effective cross section times branching ratio at approximate NNLO (next-to-next-to-leading-order) of 90.5 pb [31,32], obtained using the calculation described in Sec. VIII. Additional $t\bar{t}$ samples, generated with POWHEG [33] interfaced with PYTHIA or HERWIG, are used to evaluate the model uncertainty in the parton showering and fragmentation, as described in Sec. VIII.

Single top quark production is modeled using multiple generators. Production in the $s$-channel and production
samples of Randall–Sundrum KK gluons are generated via ALPGEN, modeled using the MC@NLO/HERWIG/JIMMY generator and PYTHIA for parton showering and hadronization. For the s- and t-channels, events are generated in which the W boson is required to decay leptonically while for the Wt process there is no such requirement. The cross section times branching ratios used for the Wt process is done using the MLM method. The PDFs used are CTEQ6L1. Specific W boson plus heavy-flavor processes (Wbb, Wc\bar{c}, and Wc\bar{c}) are generated separately with ALPGEN and double counting of the heavy-flavor contributions is removed from the W plus light-quark jets samples. The W+jets samples are normalized to the inclusive NNLO cross sections and then corrected using data as described in Sec. VII. The Z+jets production, modeled using ALPGEN, includes contributions from the interference between photon and Z boson exchanges, and events are required to have a dilepton invariant mass 40 < m_{\ell\ell} < 2000 GeV. The Zb\bar{b} process is generated separately with ALPGEN and heavy-flavor contribution overlap removal is done as in the W+jets case.

The diboson background is modeled using HERWIG and JIMMY with MRST2007LO* PDFs. A filter at generator level requiring the presence of at least one lepton with p_T > 10 GeV and |\eta| < 2.8 is used. The NLO cross sections used for the samples before filtering are 17.0 pb for WW production, 5.5 pb for WZ production, and 1.3 pb for ZZ production, estimated with the MCFM generator. The W and ZZ samples also include the off-shell photon contribution decaying to dilepton pairs.

Signal samples of Z' events are modeled using PYTHIA with CTEQ6L1 PDFs. This Monte Carlo sample, where the resonance width is 3%, is used to interpret the data in the topcolor Z' model (where the width is 1.2%) since in both cases the width is negligible compared to the detector resolution of 10%. The leptophobic topcolor Z' boson has a branching fraction to t\bar{t} of 33% for masses above 700 GeV, approaching exactly 1/3 for very large masses. It is marginally smaller at lower masses with the smallest value being 31% at a mass of 500 GeV [2,3]. A K-factor of 1.3 is applied to account for NLO effects [50].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass [GeV]</th>
<th>Z' \rightarrow t\bar{t} \sigma \times BR \times 1.3 [pb]</th>
<th>g_{KK} \rightarrow t\bar{t} \sigma \times BR [pb]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>81.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>0.0030</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The production cross section times branching fraction (BR) for the resonant signal processes pp \rightarrow Z' \rightarrow t\bar{t} in the topcolor model and pp \rightarrow g_{KK} \rightarrow t\bar{t} for the KK gluon in a Randall–Sundrum model with warped extra dimensions. A K-factor of 1.3 has been applied to the Z' cross section to account for NLO effects.

The width of the KK gluon is 15.3% of its mass and its branching fraction to t\bar{t} is 92.5% [5]. The production cross section times branching fractions for the two signals can be found in Table I.

### IV. Physics Object Selection

The physics object selection criteria closely follow those in Ref. [53], the main exceptions being the treatment of charged lepton isolation and the use of large-radius jets.

Jets are reconstructed using the anti-k_t algorithm [54,55] and applied to topological clusters [56] of calorimeter cells with significant energy above the noise threshold. Jets with radius parameters of R = 0.4 and R = 1.0 are used.

For the small-radius R = 0.4 jets, topological clusters at the EM energy scale are used to form the jets [57], while for the large-radius R = 1.0 jets, locally calibrated topological clusters are used [57–59]. The usage of locally calibrated clusters ensures a more correct description of the energy distribution inside the large-radius jet, which is needed when using jet substructure variables, as described in Sec. V. Both the small-radius and large-radius jets have their final transverse momentum and pseudorapidity adjusted with energy- and \eta-dependent correction factors. These are derived from simulation [57,60] and verified using data [57]. The small-radius jets are required to have p_T > 25 GeV and |\eta| < 2.5, while large-radius jets must have p_T > 350 GeV and |\eta| < 2.0. Above this jet p_T value, the large-radius jet trigger is more than 99% efficient. A \Delta R = \sqrt{(\Delta \eta)^2 + (\Delta \phi)^2} separation requirement between small-radius and large-radius jets in the boosted event selection below ensures no double counting of topological cluster energy.

Small-radius jets are tagged as b-jets using a neural-network-based b-tagging algorithm that uses as input the results of impact parameter, secondary vertex, and decay topology algorithms [61]. The operating point chosen for the resolved selection corresponds to an average b-tagging efficiency in simulated t\bar{t} events of 70% and a light-quark
rejection factor of 140 for $p_T > 20$ GeV. For events passing the boosted selection criteria, the $b$-tagging efficiency estimated from simulated $\bar{t}t$ events using small-radius jets with $p_T > 25$ GeV is 75% and the light-quark jet rejection factor is 85. The $b$-tag requirement for both the resolved and boosted event selections refers only to small-radius jets.

Electrons are identified by the shape of the shower in the EM calorimeter and must have a matching track in the inner detector [62]. The cluster in the EM calorimeter must satisfy $|\eta| < 2.47$ with the transition region $1.37 < |\eta| < 1.52$ between EM calorimeter sections excluded. Electrons are required to be isolated as described below and their longitudinal impact distance $|z_0|$ from the primary event vertex must be smaller than 2 mm. The primary event vertex is defined as the vertex with the highest sum of the squared $p_T$ values of the associated tracks ($\sum p_T^2_{\text{track}}$) in the event. Electrons within a cone of $\Delta R = 0.4$ with respect to any small-radius jet are removed, which suppresses the background from multijet events with non-prompt electrons and removes events where the same calorimeter energy deposits would be counted within two physics objects. The electron transverse momentum, $p_T$, is calculated using the cluster energy and track direction, and must be greater than 25 GeV to ensure a fully efficient trigger.

Muon candidates are formed by matching reconstructed ID tracks with tracks reconstructed in the MS. Only muons with $|\eta| < 2.5$ are used. Muons are required to be isolated as described below and to have $|z_0| < 2$ mm. For the resolved reconstruction, muons are required to have a separation in $\Delta R$ of at least 0.1 from any small-radius jet. The muon momentum is calculated using both the MS and the ID tracks, taking the energy loss in the calorimeter into account. The transverse momentum of the muon must be greater than 25 GeV, well above the trigger threshold, chosen to reduce the multijet background without impacting the signal.

The isolation of charged leptons is typically defined using the transverse energy found in a fixed cone around the lepton [48]. Because the angle between the charged lepton and the $b$-quark decreases as the top quark is more boosted, a better measure of isolation, named mini-isolation, is used [63,64]. The use of mini-isolation improves the lepton signal efficiency and background rejection with respect to the fixed-cone algorithm. For this analysis, mini-isolation is defined as

$$I_{\text{mini}}^\ell = \sum_{\text{tracks}} p_T^{\text{track}} \, \Delta R(\ell, \text{track}) < K_T/p_T^\ell , \quad (1)$$

where the scalar sum runs over all tracks (except the matched lepton track) that have $p_T^{\text{track}} > 1$ GeV, pass quality selection criteria, and fulfill the $\Delta R(\ell, \text{track})$ requirement shown in Eq. (1). Here $p_T^\ell$ is the lepton transverse momentum and $K_T$ is an empirical scale parameter set to 10 GeV, chosen so that the size of the isolation cone is optimal both at high and low $p_T$. The requirement $I_{\text{mini}}^\ell/p_T^\ell < 0.05$ is used, corresponding to 95% (98%) efficiency for a muon (electron) in the $p_T$ region used for this analysis. At low $p_T$, this mini-isolation criterion corresponds to a tighter isolation requirement than is used in other top quark analyses at ATLAS, and at high $p_T$ it is looser.

The missing transverse momentum, $E_T^{\text{miss}}$, is calculated [65] from the vector sum of the transverse energy in calorimeter cells associated with topological clusters. The direction of the energy deposits is given by the line joining the cell to the interaction point. Calorimeter cells are first uniquely associated with a physics object (e.g. electron, jet, or muon). The transverse energy of each cell is then calibrated according to the type of object to which it belongs, and the vector sum of these is calculated. All muon transverse momenta are added and the associated calorimeter cell energies are subtracted. Finally, topological clusters not associated with any reconstructed object are calibrated at the EM energy scale and added to the transverse energy sum vector.

**V. EVENT SELECTION**

After passing a single-lepton trigger for the resolved reconstruction or a large-radius jet trigger for the boosted reconstruction, events are required to have exactly one isolated lepton with $p_T > 25$ GeV and $I_{\text{mini}}^\ell/p_T^\ell < 0.05$. The reconstructed primary event vertex is required to have at least five tracks with $p_T > 0.4$ GeV. In the electron channel, $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ must be larger than 30 GeV and the transverse mass larger than 30 GeV. The transverse mass is defined as $m_T = \sqrt{2p_T E_T^{\text{miss}}(1 - \cos \Delta \phi)}$, where $p_T$ is the transverse momentum of the charged lepton and $\Delta \phi$ is the azimuthal angle between the charged lepton and the missing transverse momentum, which is assumed to be due to the neutrino. In the muon channel, the selection is $E_T^{\text{miss}} > 20$ GeV and $E_T^{\text{miss}} + m_T > 60$ GeV. These selection criteria are chosen to suppress the multijet background.

The selection requirements for jets differ for the cases of resolved or boosted reconstruction. For the resolved reconstruction, events are required to have at least three small-radius jets with $p_T > 25$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.5$. To reduce the effects of multiple $pp$ interactions in the same bunch crossing, at least 75% of the scalar sum of the $p_T$ of the tracks in each jet (called “jet vertex fraction”) is required to be associated with the primary vertex. If one of the jets has a mass [66] above 60 GeV, it is assumed to contain the two quarks from the hadronic $W$ decay, or one of these quarks and the $b$-quark from the top quark decay. If no jet has a mass above 60 GeV then at least four jets are required, one of which must be tagged as a $b$-jet.

For the boosted reconstruction, the three partons from the hadronic top quark decay are expected to have merged
into one large-radius jet. Thus, at least one large-radius jet with $p_T > 350$ GeV and a mass larger than 100 GeV is required. The constituents of the large-radius jets are then reclustered with the exclusive $k_t$ algorithm [67,68] using FASTJET [55] and $R = 1.0$. The last step in the reclustering of subjets within a jet has the splitting scale $\sqrt{d_{12}}$. Generally $d_{ij} = \min (p_{T,i}^2, p_{T,j}^2) \Delta R_{ij}^2 / R^2$, where $i$ and $j$ refer to the two last protojets to be merged, $\Delta R_{ij}$ is a measure of the angle between them, and $R = 1.0$ is the fixed radius parameter [67,68]. The value of $\sqrt{d_{12}}$ is expected to be larger for jets that contain a top quark decay than for jets from the non-top quark backgrounds. The splitting scale $\sqrt{d_{12}}$ is required to be larger than 40 GeV, a criterion that rejects about 40% of the non-top quark background, but only 10% of the $t\bar{t}$ sample.

The jet formed by the $b$-quark from the semileptonically decaying top quark is selected as a small-radius jet that fulfills the same $p_T$, $\eta$ and jet vertex fraction criteria as used in the resolved reconstruction and has a $\Delta R$ separation smaller than 1.5 from the lepton. If more than one jet fulfills these criteria, the one closest to the lepton is chosen. Two other requirements are applied to the event: the decay products from the two top quarks are required to be well separated through the criteria $\Delta \phi(j_0, j_1, 0) > 2.3$ and $\Delta R(j_{0.4}, j_{1.0}) > 1.5$, where $j_{0.4}$ and $j_{1.0}$ denote the jets with $R = 0.4$ and $R = 1.0$, respectively. The $\Delta R(j_{0.4}, j_{1.0})$ requirement guarantees that there is no energy overlap between the two jets [11]. The highest-$p_T$ large-radius jet passing these criteria is taken as the hadronically decaying top quark candidate.

Finally, in both selections at least one small-radius $b$-tagged jet is required. In the boosted analysis this requirement is independent of any large-radius jet in the event, i.e. the $b$-tagged jet may originate from the hadron top quark decay and overlap with the large-radius jet or it may originate from the lepton top quark decay and thus be near the lepton.

VI. EVENT RECONSTRUCTION

The $t\bar{t}$ candidate invariant mass, $m_{t\bar{t}}$, is computed from the four-momenta of the two reconstructed top quarks. For the semileptonically decaying top quark, in both the resolved and boosted selections, the longitudinal component of the neutrino momentum, $p_\nu$, is computed by imposing a $W$ boson mass constraint on the lepton plus $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ system [69,70]. If only one real solution for $p_\nu$ exists, this is used. If two real solutions exist, the solution with the smallest $|p_\nu|$ is chosen or both are tested, depending on the reconstruction algorithm. In events where no real solution is found, the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ vector is rescaled and rotated, applying the minimum variation necessary to find exactly one real solution. This procedure is justified since mismeasurement of the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ vector is the likeliest explanation for the lack of a solution to the $p_\nu$ equation, assuming that the lepton indeed comes from a $W$ boson decay.

For the resolved reconstruction, a $\chi^2$ minimization algorithm is used to select the best assignment of jets to the hadronically and semileptonically decaying top quarks. The $\chi^2$ minimization uses the reconstructed top quark and $W$ boson masses as constraints:

$$
\chi^2 = \left[ \frac{m_{jj} - m_W}{\sigma_W} \right]^2 + \left[ \frac{m_{jbj} - m_{jj} - m_{tb, W}}{\sigma_{tb, W}} \right]^2 + \left[ \frac{m_{j_{\ell
u}} - m_{t_{\ell
u}}}{\sigma_{t_{\ell
u}}} \right]^2
$$

where $t_{\ell}$ and $t_{\ell}$ denote the hadronically and semileptonically decaying top quarks, respectively, and $j$ and $b$ denote the jets originated by the light quarks and $b$-quarks. The first term constrains the hadronically decaying $W$ boson. The second term corresponds to the invariant mass of the hadronically decaying top quark, but since the invariant mass of the jets from the $W$ candidate ($m_{jj}$) is heavily correlated with the mass of the three jets from the hadronic top quark candidate ($m_{jbj}$), the mass of the hadronically decaying $W$ boson is subtracted to decouple this term from the first one. The third term represents the semileptonically decaying top quark, and the last term constrains the transverse momenta of the two top quarks to be similar, as expected for a resonance decay. The parameters of Eq. (2) ($m_W, m_{tb, W}, m_{t_{\ell
u}}, \sigma_W, \sigma_{tb, W}, \sigma_{t_{\ell
u}}, p_{T,t_{\ell}}, p_{T,t_{\ell}}$, and $\sigma_{\text{diff}p_T}$) are determined from Monte Carlo simulation studies comparing partons from the top quark decay with reconstructed objects [71]. All small-radius jets satisfying the physics object selection requirements of Sec. IV and $p_T > 20$ GeV are tried and the permutation with the lowest $\chi^2$ is used to calculate $m_{t\bar{t}}$. The correct assignment of the jets to the partons of the $t\bar{t}$ decay ($q, q', b, \bar{b}$) is achieved in approximately 65% of the $t\bar{t}$ events for which all the decay products of the top quarks are in the acceptance of the detector and can be matched to reconstructed objects. If one of the jets has a mass larger than 60 GeV, the $\chi^2$ is slightly modified to allow the heavy jet to contain either the two light quarks from the $W$ boson decay or one quark from the $W$ boson and the $b$-quark from the top quark decay. The reconstructed $t\bar{t}$ invariant mass, $m_{t\bar{t}}$, in simulated events is shown in Fig. 1(a) for a selection of $Z'$ and $g_{KK}$ mass values.

For the boosted reconstruction, the hadronically decaying top quark four-momentum is taken to be that of the large-radius jet, while the semileptonically decaying top quark four-momentum is formed from the neutrino solution from the $W$ boson mass constraint, the high-$p_T$ lepton, and the nearest small-radius jet. In this case there is no ambiguity in the assignment of the objects to the original top quarks. The reconstructed $t\bar{t}$ invariant mass for a selection of simulated $Z'$ and $g_{KK}$ mass points is shown in Fig. 1(b).
The extended tails at low masses for high-mass resonances in Fig. 1 are caused mainly by the convolution of the \(Z'\) line shape and the steeply falling parton distribution functions. The \(\chi^2\) method sometimes also reconstructs a slightly lower \(m_{Z'}\) value in the case of hard final-state radiation, since it tends to select the soft jets from the light quarks in the top quark decay, rather than hard jets from final-state radiation.

Four independent \(m_{Z'}\) invariant mass spectra are used to search for \(t\bar{t}\) resonances. For each of the \(e+\)jets and \(\mu+\)jets decay channels, two orthogonal data samples are created. The first sample contains all events that pass the boosted event selection. For these events, \(m_{Z'}\) is estimated using the boosted reconstruction. This first sample includes events that also pass the resolved event selection. For these events the boosted reconstruction is used because of its better reconstructed mass resolution. The second sample, referred to as the resolved selection in the remainder of the paper, contains all events that pass the resolved event selection but do not pass the boosted event selection.

VII. BACKGROUNDS DETERMINED FROM DATA

The \(W+\)jets and multijet backgrounds and their uncertainties are largely determined from data. The expected shape of the \(m_{T^{\text{ECO}}}\) distribution of the \(W+\)jets background is estimated using ALPGEN simulation samples, but the overall normalization and flavor fractions are determined from data.

The total number of \(W+\)jets events passing selection criteria in the data, \(N_{W^+} + N_{W^-}\), is estimated from the observed charge asymmetry in data \cite{72,73} and the predicted charge asymmetry in \(W+\)jets events from Monte Carlo simulation:

\[
N_{W^+} + N_{W^-} = \frac{r_{\text{corr}} + 1}{r_{\text{MC}} - 1} (D_{\text{corr}^+} - D_{\text{corr}^-}),
\]
where $r_{MC}$ is the predicted ratio in Monte Carlo simulation of the $W^+$ to $W^-$ boson cross sections after event selection criteria are applied (but without $b$-tagging) and $D_{\text{corr}^+(-)}$ is the number of observed events with a positively (negatively) charged lepton. Charge-symmetric contributions from $t\bar{t}$ and $Z+jets$ processes cancel in the difference and the contributions from the remaining, slightly charge-asymmetric processes are accounted for by Monte Carlo simulation. To increase the sample size for the boosted selection, the jet mass and $\sqrt{d_{TZ}}$ requirements are not applied and the $p_T$ requirement on the large-radius jet is relaxed to be $>300$ GeV. From stability tests performed by varying the $p_T$ requirement, it is concluded that no additional uncertainty for the extrapolation to the signal region is needed. The resulting corrections for the $W+jets$ yields from Monte Carlo simulation to agree with data are unity within their uncertainties (10%–20%) for both the boosted and resolved selections.

Data are also used to determine scale factors for the relative fraction of $W+jets$ events with heavy-flavor jets. A system of three equations is solved to determine the fractions of events containing two $b$-quarks, two $c$-quarks, one $c$-quark, or only light quarks, for each jet multiplicity $i$ of the events. The ratio of events containing two $b$-quarks to events with two $c$-quarks is taken from Monte Carlo simulation. The sum of all flavor fractions is constrained to unity. By comparing the number of events with $i$ jets before and after $b$-tagging (separately for positively and negatively charged leptons) between data and Monte Carlo simulation, correction factors for the flavor fractions for each jet bin $i$ are determined [53,73,74].

The normalization and shape of the multijet backgrounds are determined directly from data using a matrix method [53] for both the resolved and boosted selections. The multijet backgrounds include all background sources from processes with nonprompt leptons or jets misreconstructed as leptons, including the fully hadronic decays of $W$ and $Z$ bosons and $t\bar{t}$ pairs (both from Standard Model production and from possible signal). The matrix method uses efficiencies, measured in data, associated with prompt leptons (from $W$ and $Z$ boson decays) and nonprompt leptons (from multijet events) passing the required isolation criterion. An alternative method, called the jet-electron method [70] is used to estimate the systematic uncertainty.
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FIG. 3 (color online). The reconstructed $t\bar{t}$ invariant mass, $m_{T\ell}^{\text{ reco}}$, in the multijet control regions for the resolved (a), (b) and boosted (c), (d) selections. The 60% uncertainty on the multijet contribution is indicated as the shaded area. The multijet fraction is significantly larger for the $\mu+jets$ channel than for the $e+jets$ channel because of the impact parameter requirement on the muons, which suppresses prompt muons.
of the normalization and shape of the invariant mass spectrum associated with this background. Consistency checks comparing the matrix method with the jet-electron method show that the normalization uncertainty is 60%, for both the resolved and boosted selections, and that the impact of the shape uncertainty is negligible.

For both selection methods, the modeling of the multijet contribution is validated using a multijet-enriched control region with \( E_{T}^{miss} < 50 \text{ GeV} \) and \( m_T < 50 \text{ GeV} \). For muons, both selection methods require a transverse impact parameter significance \( \sqrt{d_0^2} > 4 \) to enhance the fraction of heavy-flavor jets in the sample, which is the dominant source of multijet events after \( b \)-tagging. For the boosted selection, at least one large-radius jet with \( p_T > 150 \text{ GeV} \) is also required and the jet mass and \( k_T \) splitting scale requirements are inverted to \( m_{jet} < 100 \text{ GeV} \) and \( \sqrt{d_{12}} < 40 \text{ GeV} \). The control region for the boosted selection is disjoint from the signal region, while 14% (6%) of events from the control region for the resolved selection also pass the signal region criteria for the \( e+jets \) (\( \mu+jets \)) channel. Within the quoted systematic uncertainties, the modeling of the multijet background agrees with the data in the control regions, as shown in Fig. 3.

### VIII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

The final observables are the four \( t\bar{t} \) invariant mass spectra (two selections and two decay channels). The uncertainties can be broadly divided into two categories: uncertainties that affect reconstructed physics objects (such as jets) and uncertainties that affect the modeling of certain backgrounds or signals. Some of the uncertainties affect both the shape and the normalization of the spectrum, while others affect the normalization only.

The dominant normalization uncertainty on the total background is the Standard Model \( t\bar{t} \) cross section uncertainty of 11%. The uncertainty has been calculated at approximate NNLO in QCD [31] with HATHOR 1.2 [32] using the MSTW2008 90% confidence level NNLO PDF sets [75] and PDF+\( \alpha_S \) uncertainties according to the MSTW prescription [76]. These uncertainties are then

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systematic effect</th>
<th>Resolved selection uncertainty [%]</th>
<th>Boosted selection uncertainty [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tot. bkg.</td>
<td>( Z' )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luminosity</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISR/FSR</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>( \cdots )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parton shower and fragm.</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>( \cdots )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t\bar{t} ) normalisation</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>( \cdots )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t\bar{t} ) EW virtual correction</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>( \cdots )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t\bar{t} ) NLO scale variation</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>( \cdots )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W+jets ) ( bb+cc+c ) vs light</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>( \cdots )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W+jets ) ( bb ) variation</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>( \cdots )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W+jets ) ( c ) variation</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>( \cdots )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W+jets ) normalisation</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>( \cdots )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multijets norm, ( e+jets )</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>( \cdots )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multijets norm, ( \mu+jets )</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>( \cdots )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JES, small-radius jets</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JES + JMS, large-radius jets</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet energy resolution</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet vertex fraction</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b )-tag efficiency</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c )-tag efficiency</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mistag rate</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron efficiency</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muon efficiency</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| All systematic effects | 14.1 | 11.2 | 25.4 | 7.1 |
added in quadrature to the normalization and factorization scale uncertainty and found to give results consistent with the NLO+NNLL calculation of Ref. [77] as implemented in Top++ 1.0 [78]. A cross section uncertainty from varying the top quark mass by ±1 GeV, added in quadrature to the scale and PDF+αs uncertainties, is also included.

The W+jets normalization is varied within the uncertainty, dominated by statistics, of the data-driven determination, corresponding to 12% (10%) for the resolved selection in the $e$+jets ($μ$+jets) channel and 19% (18%) for the boosted selection in the $e$+jets ($μ$+jets) channel. Four variations of the flavor composition are considered, including the statistical uncertainty on their data-driven determination, the uncertainty on the extrapolation to different jet multiplicities, and the correlations between different flavor fractions, giving a change in the W+jets event yield of about 10% per variation. The normalization uncertainty on the multijet background is 60%, coming from the difference between the matrix and jet-electron methods. The single top quark background uncertainty [38–40] is 7.7%. The normalization uncertainty of the Z+jets sample is 48%, estimated using Berends–Giele scaling [48]. The diboson normalization uncertainty is 34%, which is a combination of the PDF uncertainty and additional uncertainties from each extra selected jet.

The preliminary estimate of the 2011 luminosity uncertainty of 3.9% is used, based on the techniques explained in Ref. [79], and is applied to the signal samples and all backgrounds except multijets and W+jets, which are estimated from data.

The variation in the shape of the $t\bar{t}$ mass spectrum due to the next-to-leading-order scale variation is accounted for as a mass-dependent scaling, obtained by varying the renormalization and factorization scales up and down by a factor of 2 in MC@NLO, and normalizing to the nominal cross section (described in Sec. III). The resulting uncertainties range from 10% of the $t\bar{t}$ background at low $m_{t\bar{t}}$ to 20% at masses above 1 TeV. The PDF uncertainty on all Monte Carlo samples is estimated by taking the envelope of the MSTW2008NLO, NNPDF2.3 [80] and CT10 PDF set uncertainties at 68% confidence level [81] following the PDF4LHC recommendation [82] and normalizing to the nominal cross section. The PDF uncertainty has a much larger effect on the $t\bar{t}$ mass spectrum in the boosted sample than in the resolved sample, with variations in the number of $t\bar{t}$ events increasing from 5% at 1 TeV to over 50% above 2 TeV, due primarily to the larger relative PDF uncertainties in the higher-mass (higher partonic x) regime. The effect on the total background from the PDF variations is 4.7% (7.3%) after the resolved (boosted) selection.

One of the dominant uncertainties affecting reconstructed physics objects is the jet energy scale (JES) uncertainty, especially for large-radius jets [60,66], which has an effect of 17% on the background yield in the boosted selection. This uncertainty also includes variations in the jet mass scale and the $k_t$ splitting scales within their uncertainties [60]. The uncertainty is smaller for the resolved selection, since the large-radius jets are only used indirectly there, in the veto of events that pass the boosted selection. For small-radius jets, the uncertainties in the JES, the jet reconstruction efficiency, and the jet energy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Resolved selection</th>
<th>Boosted selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t\bar{t}$</td>
<td>4420 ± 7000</td>
<td>940 ± 260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single top</td>
<td>3200 ± 500</td>
<td>50 ± 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multijets $e$</td>
<td>1600 ± 1000</td>
<td>8 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multijets $μ$</td>
<td>1000 ± 600</td>
<td>19 ± 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W$+jets</td>
<td>7000 ± 2200</td>
<td>90 ± 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z$+jets</td>
<td>800 ± 500</td>
<td>11 ± 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dibosons</td>
<td>120 ± 50</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>58000 ± 8000</td>
<td>1120 ± 280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>61931</td>
<td>1078</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 4 (color online). The transverse momentum of the leading jet in (a) the $e$+jets and (b) the $μ$+jets channels, after the resolved selection. The shaded area indicates the total systematic uncertainties.
resolution are considered [57]. The \(b\)-tagging uncertainty is modeled through simultaneous variations of the uncertainties on the efficiency and rejection scale factors [61,83]. An additional \(b\)-tagging uncertainty is applied for high-momentum jets (\(p_T > 200\) GeV) to account for uncertainties in the modeling of the track reconstruction in dense environments with high track multiplicities [84]. The effect of uncertainties associated with the jet vertex fraction is also considered.

The uncertainty on the Standard Model \(t\bar{t}\) background due to uncertainties in the modeling of QCD initial- and final-state radiation (ISR/FSR) is estimated using ACERMC [36] plus PYTHIA Monte Carlo samples by varying the PYTHIA ISR and FSR parameters while retaining consistency with a previous ATLAS measurement of \(t\bar{t}\) production with a veto on additional central jet activity [85]. The magnitude of the variations comes from a measurement of extra radiation in top quark events. Higher-order electroweak virtual corrections to the \(t\bar{t}\) mass spectrum have been estimated in Ref. [86] and are used as an estimate of the systematic uncertainty of the \(t\bar{t}\) Monte Carlo sample normalization. The parton showering and fragmentation uncertainty on the \(t\bar{t}\) background is estimated by comparing the result from samples generated with POWHEG interfaced with PYTHIA or HERWIG for the parton showering and hadronization.

For the \(W+\)jets background, the uncertainty on the shape of the mass distribution is estimated by varying the parametrization of the renormalization and factorization scales [41].

The shape uncertainty of the multijet background is estimated by comparing the matrix method and the jet-electron method, and its impact on the expected upper cross section limit of the signal models (discussed in Sec. X) is found to be negligible.

For the leptons, the uncertainties on the mini-isolation efficiency, the single-lepton trigger, and the reconstruction efficiency are estimated using \(Z \rightarrow \ell\ell\) and \(Z \rightarrow \mu\mu\) events. The difference between \(Z\) boson and \(t\bar{t}\) events is

![Figure 5](image-url)

FIG. 5 (color online). The transverse momentum of the hadronically decaying top quark candidate in (a) the \(e+\)jets and (b) the \(\mu+\)jets channels, after the boosted selection. The shaded area indicates the total systematic uncertainties. The last bin contains histogram limit overflows.
part of the mini-isolation uncertainty. Uncertainties on the $E_{\text{miss}}$ reconstruction, as well as on the energy scale and energy resolution of the leptons are also considered, and generally have a smaller impact on the yield and the expected limits than the uncertainties mentioned above.

In Table II, an overview of the effects of the dominant systematic uncertainties on the background and signal yields is given. Only the impact on the overall normalization is shown in the table. Some of the systematic uncertainties also have a significant dependence on the reconstructed $t\bar{t}$ mass and this is fully taken into account in the analysis.

**IX. COMPARISON OF DATA AND THE STANDARD MODEL PREDICTION**

After all event selection criteria are applied, 61931 resolved and 1078 boosted events remain. A total of 701 events pass both sets of selection criteria, and in the analysis they are treated as boosted events. The event yields from data and from the expected backgrounds for $4.7\text{fb}^{-1}$ are listed in Table III, along with the total systematic uncertainties, described in Sec. VIII.

Figures 4 and 5 show the transverse momentum of the leading (small-radius) jet after the resolved selection and the transverse momentum of the selected large-radius jet after the boosted selection, respectively. In Figs. 6 and 7, the reconstructed mass distributions of the semileptonically and hadronically decaying top quark candidates are shown, using the boosted event selection. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the first $k_t$ splitting scale of the selected large-radius jet. In these figures, the diboson background is too small to be visible. Good agreement is observed between the data and the expected background.

The $t\bar{t}$ invariant mass spectra for the resolved and the boosted selections in the $e^+\text{jets}$ and $\mu^+\text{jets}$ decay channels are shown in Fig. 9. Figure 10 shows the $t\bar{t}$ invariant mass spectrum for all channels added together. The data agree with the Standard Model prediction within the uncertainties. The slight shape mismatch between data and the Standard Model prediction seen in Fig. 9, especially for the resolved selection, is fully covered by the uncertainties.
uncertainties. Systematic uncertainties that tilt the shape in this way include the $t\bar{t}$ generator uncertainty, the small-radius jet energy scale and resolution uncertainties, and the ISR/FSR modeling.

FIG. 9 (color online). The $t\bar{t}$ invariant mass spectra for the two channels and the two selection methods. The shaded area indicates the total systematic uncertainties.

After the reconstruction of the $t\bar{t}$ mass spectra, the data and expected background distributions are compared to search for hints of phenomena associated with new physics using BUMPHUNTER [87]. This is a hypothesis-testing tool that uses pseudoeperiments to search for local excesses or deficits in the data compared to the Standard Model prediction in binned histograms, taking the look-elsewhere effect into account over the full mass spectrum. The Standard Model prediction is allowed to float within the systematic uncertainties. After accounting for the systematic uncertainties, no significant deviation from the expected background is found. Upper limits are set on the cross section times branching ratio of the benchmark models using a Bayesian technique, implemented in a tool developed by the D0 Collaboration [88]. The prior is taken to be constant in the signal cross section, which in this case is an excellent approximation of the reference prior that maximizes the amount of missing information [89], as given in Ref. [90]. The Bayesian limits are in good agreement with results obtained using the $CL_s$ method [91,92]. For each of the models investigated, 95% C.L. upper limits are set on the product of production cross section and branching ratio into $t\bar{t}$ pairs.

FIG. 10 (color online). The $t\bar{t}$ invariant mass spectrum, adding the spectra from the two channels and both selection methods. The shaded area indicates the total systematic uncertainties. Two benchmark signals are indicated on top of the background, a $Z'$ resonance with $m = 1.6$ TeV and a KK gluon with $m = 2.0$ TeV. The assumed cross sections of the signals in this figure are 10 times larger than the theoretical predictions in Table I.

FIG. 10 (color online). The $t\bar{t}$ invariant mass spectrum, adding the spectra from the two channels and both selection methods. The shaded area indicates the total systematic uncertainties. Two benchmark signals are indicated on top of the background, a $Z'$ resonance with $m = 1.6$ TeV and a KK gluon with $m = 2.0$ TeV. The assumed cross sections of the signals in this figure are 10 times larger than the theoretical predictions in Table I.
TABLE IV. Upper limits on the cross section times branching ratio, at 95% C.L., for a Kaluza–Klein gluon decaying to $t\bar{t}$, using the combination of all four samples. The observed and expected limits for each mass point are given, as well as the ±1σ variation of the expected limit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11 displays the upper limits on the cross section, with systematic and statistical uncertainties, obtained from the combination of the two selections for each of the benchmark models. The numerical values of the upper limits on the cross section are given in Table IV ($Z'$) and Table V (gKK). The expected limits and uncertainty band are obtained using pseudoexperiments based on Poisson distributions for the number of entries in each bin. In the combination, the four disjoint spectra are used, corresponding to boosted and resolved selections, as well as $e+\text{jets}$ and $\mu+\text{jets}$ decay channels. Due to the improvements in the analysis, the upper limits on the cross section for a $Z'$ resonance at 1.6 TeV and a KK gluon resonance at 2.0 TeV are less than half the values that would be obtained by a simple rescaling of the previous best high-mass ATLAS limits [11] to account for the larger integrated luminosity. Using the combined upper limits on the cross section, a leptophobic topcolor $Z'$ boson (KK gluon) with mass between 0.5 TeV and 1.74 TeV (0.7 TeV and 2.07 TeV) is excluded at 95% C.L.

XI. SUMMARY

A search for $t\bar{t}$ resonances in the lepton plus jets decay channel has been carried out with the ATLAS experiment at the LHC. The search uses a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 4.7 fb$^{-1}$ of proton–proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. The $t\bar{t}$ system is reconstructed in two different ways. For the resolved selection, the hadronic top quark decay is reconstructed as two or three $R = 0.4$ jets, and for the boosted selection, it is reconstructed as one $R = 1.0$ jet. No excess of events beyond the Standard Model predictions is observed in the $t\bar{t}$ invariant mass spectrum. Upper limits on the cross section times branching ratio are set for two benchmark models: a narrow $Z'$ resonance from Ref. [1]...
and a broad Randall–Sundrum Kaluza–Klein gluon from Ref. [5]. The 95% credibility upper limits on the cross section times branching ratio for the narrow resonance range from 5.1 pb at a resonance mass of 0.5 TeV to 0.03 pb at 3 TeV. The upper limits on the cross section determined for the broad resonance are higher, 5.0 pb (0.08 pb) at 0.7 (2.0) TeV. Based on these results, the existence of a narrow leptophobic topcolor \( Z' \) boson with mass 0.5–1.74 TeV is excluded at 95% C.L. A broad Kaluza–Klein gluon in the mass range 0.7–2.07 TeV is also excluded at 95% C.L.
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[4] In common with other experimental searches, the specific model used is the leptophobic scenario, model IV in Ref. [2] with \( f_1 = 1 \) and \( f_2 = 0 \). The corrections to the Lagrangian discussed in Ref. [3] are included.
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